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Toronto Raptors at Milwaukee Bucks odds, picks and predictions

The Toronto Raptors (35-36) and Milwaukee Bucks (50-20) meet Sunday
at Fiserv Forum. Tip-off is scheduled for 8 p.m. ET (NBA TV). Below, we
analyze Tipico Sportsbook’s lines around the Raptors vs. Bucks odds,

and make our expert NBA picks and predictions.

The Raptors covered the spread as 9.5-point home favorites Saturday
with a 122-107 win vs. the Minnesota Timberwolves. F Pascal Siakam
finished with 27 points and 10 rebounds as Toronto won its 7th straight

home game.

The Bucks failed to cover as 12-point home favorites Thursday in a
139-123 loss to the Indiana Pacers. Milwaukee blew a 14-point 2nd-half

lead and lost for the 2nd time in its last 7 games.

The Bucks lead this season’s series 2-0 with the Over hitting in 1 of the 2
meetings. Milwaukee covered as a 1.5-point home favorite 130-122 as

the Over (221.5) cashed in the most recent meeting Jan. 17.

This Sunday, the (34-36) Toronto Raptors will travel to Milwaukee, WI to
take on the (50-20) Milwaukee Bucks. Tipoff will be at 8:00 PM EST
inside the Fiserv Forum. This will be the third meeting between these

two teams this regular season, as the Bucks won the last battle,
130-122.

https://directv.fun/v/nba/?v=watch+nba+live+4k


The Toronto Raptors are coming into this one after taking down the
Oklahoma City Thunder, 128-111. They looked great on both ends of the
floor, as they will have to stay hot in this one if they want to challenge the

Bucks on the road.

The Milwaukee Bucks are entering this game after falling to the Indiana
Pacers, 139-123. They were not good on the defensive end of the court,
as they will have to apply more pressure if they want to pick up another

win at home.

Can the Raptors Show Up on the Road?
The Toronto Raptors are currently in ninth place in the Eastern

Conference standings as they are 16 games back from the Bucks. They
are also (5-5) in their last 10 and they've won two games straight. On
offense, they are scoring 112.8 points per game and they have shot
45.6% from the floor. This is the 22nd most points scored per contest

and the 26th-highest team shooting percentage. According to
dunksandthrees.com, the Raptors have the 11th-highest adjusted

offensive rating in the NBA. Pascal Siakam continues to lead the way on
the offensive end of the court, as he is scoring 24.2 points per game on
47.2% shooting from the floor. Toronto has also shown that they are
more successful when they are attacking the basket. They have only
shot 33.9% from behind the arc, which is the 27th-highest three-point
shooting percentage in the NBA. The Raptors have also shot 78.2% at
the charity stripe, which is the 18th-highest free-throw percentage in the

league.

On the defensive end of the court, the Raptors are allowing 112.1 points
per game and they have allowed their opponents to shoot 49.2% from
the floor. This is the sixth least amount of points surrendered per game,

but the 28th-highest shooting percentage allowed. According to
dunksandthrees.com, the Raptors have the 16th-lowest adjusted

defensive efficiency rating. The Toronto Raptors have continued to leave
shooters open, as they have struggled to defend on the perimeter as

well. They are allowing their opponents to shoot 37.7% from behind the
arc, which is the second-highest three-point shooting percentage



allowed. The Raptors are also snatching 42.9 rebounds per game, which
is the 18th most.

Injury Report: Dalano Banton SF (Thumb) and Christian Koloko C
(Nose) are questionable. Otto Porter Jr. SF (Toe) is out.

Will the Bucks Stay HOT?
The Milwaukee Bucks are currently in first place in the Eastern

Conference standings, as they have a 1.5-game lead over the Boston
Celtics. The Bucks are also (7-3) in their last 10 games played. On
offense, they are scoring 116.2 points per game and they have shot

46.9% from the floor. This is the ninth most points scored per game, but
only the 20th-highest team shooting percentage. According to
dunksandthrees.com, the Bucks have the 11th-highest adjusted

offensive rating in the NBA. Giannis Antetokounmpo continues to lead
the way on the offensive end of the court, as he is scoring 31.4 points

per game on 54.2% shooting from the field. The Bucks have also shown
that they can efficiently score anywhere on the floor. They are shooting

36.6% from deep, which is the 11th-highest three-point shooting
percentage in the league. Milwaukee has struggled at the charity stripe,
though. They have only made 74.3% of their shots at the line, which is

the second-lowest free-throw shooting percentage in the NBA.

On the defensive end of the court, the Bucks are holding their opponents
to 112.4 points per game and they have forced their opponents to shoot
45.2% from the floor. This is the ninth least amount of points surrendered

per game and the second-lowest shooting percentage allowed.
According to dunksandthrees.com, the Bucks have the third-lowest

adjusted defensive rating in the NBA. They have continued to contest
shots in the paint, but their perimeter defense has also been tough to

beat. They are forcing their opponents to shoot 34.9% from deep, which
is the fifth-lowest three-point shooting percentage allowed. The Bucks
are also averaging 48.9 rebounds per game, which is the most in the

league.



Injury Report: Brook Lopez C (Ankle), Grayson Allen SG (Foot), Jae
Crowder SF (Calf), Goran Dragic PG (Knee), and Thanasis

Antetokounmpo SF (Personal) are questionable.

I will be taking the Toronto Raptors on the road and I am going to take
the points (+9.5). The Bucks have multiple players listed as questionable
on their injury report, as I believe they are too banged up to blow out the
Raptors in this game. Toronto also likes to slow these games down and
limit the number of shots that their opponents take throughout the game.
That will happen in this one and the Bucks won't score enough points to
cover this spread. Milwaukee has also struggled on the offensive end of
the court at different times this season, as I see them having trouble

efficiently scoring if Lopez, Allen, or Crowder can't play. The Raptors will
lock in on Giannis and do everything they can to keep this game close.
The Raptors are also playing solid basketball right now, as they have

picked up back-to-back wins before coming into this one. They will carry
that momentum over into this game and score enough points to cover

this spread on the road.

Pick the Toronto Raptors and take the points (+9.5).

Prediction: Toronto Raptors +9.5

Raptors at Bucks odds

Provided by Tipico Sportsbook; access USA TODAY Sports Scores and
Sports Betting Odds hub for a full list. Lines last updated at 11:05 a.m.

ET.

Moneyline (ML): Raptors +325 (bet $100 to win $325) | Bucks -400 (bet
$400 to win $100)

Against the spread (ATS): Raptors +9.5 (-120) | Bucks -9.5 (+100)
Over/Under (O/U): 234.5 (O: -108 | U: -112)

Raptors at Bucks key injuries

Raptors



Not yet submitted

Bucks

G Grayson Allen (foot) probable
F Jae Crowder (calf) out

C Brook Lopez (ankle) probable

For most recent updates: Official NBA injury report.
Raptors at Bucks picks and predictions

Prediction

Bucks 116, Raptors 113
Moneyline

PASS.

The Bucks (-400) have the 4th-best home winning percentage at 80.6%
(28-7) and should be able to beat Toronto, but are being slightly
overvalued on the moneyline. Bet the spread and/or total instead.

Against the spread

BET RAPTORS +9.5 (-120).

The Raptors have been playing up to the level of their competition lately
and are 5-0 ATS in their last 5 games vs. teams with a winning

percentage above .600. Toronto has lost both games vs. Milwaukee this
season and should come out extra motivated to not lose a 3rd straight in

the series.

The Bucks have been underwhelming at Fiserv Forum lately and are just
1-4 ATS in their last 5 home games.

Over/Under

BET UNDER 234.5 (-112).



The Under is 10-3 in Toronto’s last 13 games vs. teams with a winning
record and 5-2 in Milwaukee’s last 7 vs. sub-.500 teams. These teams
tend to play low-scoring games vs. each other, with the Under hitting in

10 of the last 13 meetings, and Sunday should be another
defensive-minded matchup.


